
AWARENESS

GETTING STARTED

GROWTH

What is E-Learning to you? 

What can be acheived with E-Learning? What does succesful E-Learning look
like?

What are the common misconceptions about E-Learning?

AN
E-LEARNING
JOURNEY

What are the main elements driving growth?

Which resources can push growth?

What are the common concerns/challenges/traps/mistakes in the growth
phase of E-Learning?
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OPTIMISATION

How do I know where to dedicate resources?

How do I best optimise my offer?

How do I retain my users?
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Where and how should you start?

How big/small should you think?

What are the common concerns/challenges/traps/mistakes when starting out
with E-Learning?

This is the phase of
understanding of what E-Learning

is, discovering the potential that
it has, researching its benefits

whilst trying to discern what the
limitations are. 

 

With a basis of understanding you
can plan your E-Learning strategy

and begin to create a delivery
mechanism and materials.  

 

You are now in a position where
you developing and delivering E-

Learning materials on a regular
basis. Perhaps you have

established a platform or are
delivering materials through a

third party. 

 
Your E-Learning delivery

mechanism and materials are in
place and you have feedback on

their success. What next? How can
you improve your offer from this

position? 

 

Day One focuses on the E-Learning journey with sessions led by the mentors
describing the key stages of development, providing advice, examples and tips on
how to approach each step, with participants providing insight based on their own
experience.
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YOUR
E-LEARNING
JOURNEY
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MENTORING
Overview of how the mentoring process will be managed and how
participants can book mentoring hours

Each partner will present where they are in the E-Learning Journey:

Guiding questions...

Which stage are you at the moment?

What do you plan to do to get to the next stage?

What resources do you have, what are you missing? 

PEOPLE/PROCESS/DISTRIBUTION/TOOLS

At each stage it is important to consider:

People needed to deliver: PROJECT
MANAGEMENT, SUBJECT MATTER
EXPERTISE, INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN,
MEDIA DESIGN, TECHNICAL
DEVELOPMENT, TESTING. 

Process needed to: PLAN & ANALYSE i.e.
WHAT ARE THE TRAINING GAPS
(KNOWLEDGE OR SKILL?) ESTABLISH i.e. 
LEARNING PATHWAY, CONTENT
DEVELOPMENT?

Distribution needed to: DELIVER
LEARNING i.e. INFORMAL & UNTRACKED?
OWN PLATFORM OR PART OF ANOTHER?
OPEN TO EVERYONE OR PASSWORD
PROTECTED?

Tools needed to: SUPPORT PEOPLE,
PROCESS AND DISTRIBUTION
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What specific advice or support do you need from the group
(Xcellerator Participants + Mentors to push you forward?

At each stage consider 

Day Two focuses on the specific activities in E-Learning of the participants. The idea
is to reflect on the session from Day One, and use the chance to get some feedback
and input from the group on your specific plans to boost your E-Learning offer to
paracoaches. Each participant has a 40 minute session to present their status quo
and plans and receive feedback from the mentors and the group. 
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